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Abstract — Single-mode optical fiber is an attractive delay medium for

processing microwave frequency signals due to its extremely low loss

( <0.1 dB/ps) and large available time-bandwidth product (in excess of

105 ). Recent progress in the efficient tapping of light from single-mode

fibers has made it possible to construct recirculating and nonrecirculating

(tapped) delay-line structures that can perform a variety of important signal

processing functions. These functions include coded sequence generation,

convolution, correlation, matrix-vector multiplication, and frequency filter-

ing. This paper presents the fundamental properties of siugle-mode fiber

delay lines and reviews recent experimental results that demonstrate the

feasibility of fiber delay-line devices for broad-band signal-processing

applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE USE OF OPTICAL FIBER is revolutionizing

many areas of science and engineering. A relatively

new kind of fiber that guides an optical signal in a single

transverse power distribution, or mode, is proving to be

particularly useful in the areas of communications [1] and

environmental sensing [2]. Single-mode optical fiber is ca-

pable of accurately transmitting modulated signals with

bandwidths exceeding 100 GHz over a l-km distance [3]

with losses less than 0.5 dB [4]. Since only one mode is

guided, its phase and polarization (a superposition of two

polarization modes) can be determined at any point along

the length of the fiber. As a result, single-mode fibers can

be used as flexible optical paths in interferometers that

sense environmental effects which perturb the fiber and

thus the relative phase of the guided light.

While single-mode optical fiber has been used most

often in connection with communication and sensing sys-

tems, it can also be used in configurations that are capable

of processing broad-band signals. Signal-processing oper-

ations are possible because of the excellent propagation

and delay properties. The low loss and low dispersion of

single-mode fiber allows signals to propagate large dis-

tances without significant attenuation or distortion.

The propagation and delay properties of single-mode

fiber are particularly attractive because digital signal-

processing and conventional analog signal-processing tech-

niques (such as those using surface acoustic-wave devices)

are limited in their usefulness for signal bandwidths ex-

ceeding one or two gigahertz, although they are very effec-
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tive at lower frequencies. However, for applications requir-

ing very high data rates, bandwidths of 10 GHz and

beyond may be needed. Therefore, devices that can process

signals having bandwidths of many gigahertz can be of

importance for a wide variety of applications. The real-time

processing of broad-band radar signals is art example of a

current application that would benefit from devices of this

kind. Potential applications include the direct interfacing

of fiber processors with high-speed optical communications

systems. Likewise, fiber systems can perform real-time

processing operations on the optical output of one or more

fiber sensors, including the time-division multiplexing of

slow sensor outputs to match the high data rates that can

be handled by fiber systems. In either case, the ability to

process broad-band optical data before transduction into

electrical signals can be of great practical value.

In the work reviewed here, the approach has been to use

single-mode fiber and single-mode fiber components to

build recirculating and nonrecirculating delay lines. Recir-

culating and nonrecirculating delay-line filters have been

used as the basic format for a wide variety of devices that

have used many different delay media. For example,

delay-line filters can be built by simply connecting lengths

of coaxial cable. More sophisticated approaches use metal-

on-silicon (MOS) processing techniques to fabricate

charge-coupled devices (CCD’S) [5] capable of providing

long delays (up to 1 s) and typically operating at frequen-

cies of about 10 MHz and below.

Acoustic-wave delay-line devices are perhaps the most

widely used approach for signal-processing applications

[6]-[8]. The most versatile and sophisticated of the acoustic

delay-line devices are those that use surface acoustic waves

(SAW’s) [9]. Planar processing techniques can be used to

fabricate SAW transversal filters that have thousands of

taps and can operate at frequencies as high as several

hundred megahertz.

New technologies are emerging that may provide delay-

line filters operating at frequencies well above 1 GHz.

Magnetostatic-wave (MSW) devices, which make use of the

propagation of slow, dispersive spin waves in low-loss

ferromagnetic materials [10], can operate at center frequen-

cies in the range of 2–12 GHz with bandwidths on the

order of 1 GHz. Superconducting delay-line (SDL) filters

[11], [12], using niobium transmission lines and proximity

coupler taps, promise to offer low-loss devices with band-

widths as large as 20 GHz.

The use of optical fiber as a delay medium for signal-

processing applications was proposed by Wilner and van

den Heuvel [13], who noted that fiber delay lines were
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attractive due to their low loss and low dispersion. Ohlhaber

and Wilner [14] reported an experimental demonstration of

an optical fiber transversal filter. This experiment used

three multimode fiber delay paths to generate and correlate

a 4-bit, 88-Mb/s coded sequence. An optical fiber

frequency filter was demonstrated by Chang, Cassaboom,

and Taylor [15], who illuminated a bundle of fifteen multi-

mode fibers that provided fifteen different delays spaced

by 5.2 ns. The outputs from these fibers were incident on a

single detector yielding a filter with a transfer function

having a fundamental passband at 193 MHz. Many specific

applications of optical fiber delay-line filters have since

been proposed by Taylor [16] and others. The most recent

experimental demonstration (aside from those described in

this paper) was that of Rausch, Efurd, and Corbin [17],

who used two multimode fiber delay lines to generate and

correlate a 2-bit, l-Gb/s Barker code.

These previous demonstrations of optical fiber delay-line

filters’ have used individual multimode fiber delay paths

from source to detector. These devices are therefore subject

to the bandwidth limitations of multimode fiber ( -1

GHz-km) and, in some implementations, are limited to a

small number of taps due to the practical difficulties of

uniformly illuminating and detecting light from a large

number of bundled fibers. Thus, if the full potential of

optical fiber delay lines is to be realized, it is necessary to

make devices featuring many taps on a solitary single-mode

fiber delay line. In this way, the extremely large bandwidth

and low loss of single-mode fiber can be exploited.

The difficulties involved in constructing a single-mode

fiber delay-line filter are that of making efficient and

reproducible taps on a single-mode fiber. The objectives of

the work presented in this paper have been to investigate

possible tapping mechanisms, to develop fabrication tech-

niques to implement these mechanisms, and to demon-

strate the performance of basic signal-processing functions

through the development of single-mode fiber delay-line

filter prototypes. The development of these prototypes in

turn provided a foundation for the implementation of

single-mode fiber delay-line networks capable of synthesiz-

ing many sophisticated time- and frequency-domain

filtering operations. This paper reviews the fundamental

delay-line properties of single-mode fiber, the basic fea-

tures of optical fiber signal-processing devices, and the

fabrication and experimental demonstration of three differ-

ent single-mode fiber delay-line filters. In addition, the

implementation of single-mode fiber delay-line networks,

incorporating recirculating and nonrecirculating delay lines,

is discussed including theoretical formulations for analyz-

ing these networks and experimental demonstrations of

simple processing functions.

II. OPTICAL FIBER DELAY LINES

The merits of a delay medium for a particular delay-line

application can be determined by examining several im-

portant parameters. For broad-band signal processing,

these parameters include loss, dispersion, and linearity. In

this section, these and other important characteristics are

discussed as they relate to optical fiber in general, and

single-mode fiber in particular.

A. LoSS

Attenuation in optical fibers results from a number of

wavelength-dependent mechanisms including scattering

[18], absorption [19], and externally induced losses, such as

those due to bending [20]. Each of these losses can be small

over a particular range of optical wavelengths. However,

the combined effect of these losses restricts the operation

of fiber systems to a relatively narrow spectral band from

the visible to the near infrared (0.6-1.6 pm).

Rayleigh scattering is the dominant loss mechanism in

optical fibers below a wavelength of about 1.6 pm. This

loss mechanism is due to the scattering of the propagating

electromagnetic wave by small (on the order of a few

tenths of a micron) irregularities in the medium. The

attenuation coefficient per unit length for Rayleigh scatter-

ing is proportional to A- 4. As a result, the attenuation is

much lower at longer wavelengths than at shorter wave-

lengths. For example, the loss per unit length at A = 0.83

pm is on the order of 3 dB/km, whereas the loss per unit

length at A = 1.3 pm is on the order of 0.5 dB/km (1 km

corresponds to 5 ps of delay).

At longer wavelengths, infrared absorption losses, re-

sulting from the vibration of the bonds between the glass

constituents, limit most optical fiber systems to operation

at wavelengths of about 1.6 pm and below. These absorp-

tive losses combined with Rayleigh scattering loss yield a

composite loss profile with a minimum ( -0.2 dB/km)

near 1.5 pm. For the devices described in this paper,

sources having wavelengths of 0.82 pm were used. At this

wavelength, the intrinsic propagation loss is dominated by

Rayleigh scattering and is approximately 3 dB/km.

An important characteristic that sets optical fiber apart

from other delay media is that at a given source wavelength

the propagation loss of the fiber is independent of the

modulating signal frequency. This characteristic is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1 in which the propagation loss is plotted

as a function of signal frequency at the wavelength of

minimum loss. For comparison, the propagation loss for

other delay-line media are included. As indicated in Fig. 1,

the propagation loss of optical fiber is significantly lower

at high signal frequencies than that of other media for a

comparable delay time.

B. Dispersion (Bandwidth Limitations)

Several different kinds of dispersion can contribute to

limit the bandwidth of optical fiber. The dominant disper-

sive mechanism depends on the waveguide properties of

the fiber and the spectrum of the optical source.

The modulation bandwidth of multimode fiber is most

severely limited by modal dispersion. Multimode fiber can

guide a number of transverse modes that do not, in gen-

eral, travel at the same group velocity. As a result, the

fidelity with which high-frequency components of an ana-

log signal may be transmitted is limited. Modulation band-

widths of multimode fiber are typically in the range of a
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Fig. 1. Propagation loss per 1 ps of delay as a function of signal

frequency for single-mode fiber and other delay-line media. Propa-

gation losses for nonfiber delay media have been calculated using

typicaf values.

few MHz-km to several hundred MHz-km. Bandwidths of

just over 1 GHz-km can be obtained using multimode fiber

with a graded index profile. Such an index profile is

designed to minimize modal dispersion by equalizing the

optical paths of the various modes.

While this bandwidth in fact is sufficient for most of the

delay-line devices discussed in this paper, single-mode fiber

is required for devices that provide long delays. Since all of

the power coupled into a single-mode fiber propagates in a

single transverse mode, modal dispersion is absent. As a

result, high-frequency signals can potentially be trans-

mitted accurately over longer distances than are possible

with multimode fiber.

The modulation bandwidth of single-mode fiber is typi-

cally limited by the dependence of the fiber refractive

index on the wavelength of the optical carrier (material

dispersion). This limitation is due to the different group

delays suffered by different spectral components of the

source. It can be shown for carrier wavelengths of 1.06 pm

and below, the 3-dB optical bandwidth, is given approxi-

mately by [211. . . .
187.3

f3dB z ~,

‘= s

(1)

where f3~B is the modulation bandwidth of the fiber in

gigahertz, L is its length, ld~g/dAl (ps/nm-km) is the

differential dispersion with Tgequal to the group delay per

unit length, and u is the rms half-width of the spectrum of

the optical source. The width of the source spectrum in-

cludes the presence of modulation sidebands. As an exam-

ple, a laser diode source having a spectral width of u =

2 nm at a wavelength of A = 820 nm produces a differen-

tial dispersion of approximately – 100 ps/nm-km. The

single-mode fiber bandwidth–distance product at this

wavelength is therefore approximately 0.94 GHz-km. Al-

though most of the delay-line devices reported have utilized

sources with wavelengths at 0.82 pm, the length of fiber in

these devices was much less than a kilometer. As a result,

material dispersion did not significantly limit the band-

width of these devices even though the wavelength of the

source was not optimal.

In general, however, it is desirable to operate at a

wavelength where the differential dispersion tends to zero.

At this wavelength ( = 1.3 pm), the bandwidth of the fiber

can become quite large ( z 100 GHz-km); it is limited

primarily by higher order dispersion effects and by polari-

zation dispersion, which is due to the difference in group

delay between the two polarization modes supported by

the fiber.

These potentially large modulation bandwidths coupled

with the relatively long delays that are possible with

single-mode fiber can provide large time–bandwidth prod-

ucts. Assuming a bandwidth-distance product of 100

GHz-km and a delay per unit length of 5 ps/km, the

achievable time–bandwidth product exceeds 105.

C. Linearity (Dynamic Range)

The fundamental (i.e., exclusive of the limitations im-

posed by a source or detector) linear dynamic range of

optical fiber is limited by quantum noise at one extreme

and by nonlinear loss processes at the other. The minimum

detectable power transmitted by a low-loss fiber is limited

by quantum noise, defined by the noise equivalent power

(NEP) [22]:

NEP=2hvB, (2)

where h is Planck’s constant, v is the spectral frequency of

the signal, and B is the bandwidth (inversely proportional

to the measurement period).

The upper limit to the linear power-handling capabilities

of the fiber is set by stimulated Raman and stimulated

Brillouin scattering. The primary effect of these scattering

processes is to transfer energy from the propagating input

wave to either a forward or backward propagating wave at

a lower frequency (longer wavelength). For many broad-

band signal-processing applications, the detection system is

not strongly wavelength selective. As a result, the dynamic

range of the fiber is limited only by stimulated Raman and

stimulated Brillouin backscattering. Of these two backward

processes, only stimulated Rarnan is significant. Stimulated

Brillouin scattering can be neglected since in many cases

the power within any frequency interval of about 50 MHz

is less than a particular threshold value. This condition is

satisfied even when single-frequency sources are used, be-

cause broad-band modulation will distribute much of the

power into wide modulation sidebands.

The generation of stimulated Raman backscattering in

low-loss optical fiber has been treated in detail [23]. The

critical input power PCtit above which stimulated Raman

backscattering becomes important is given roughly by

A
Pent =21 —

Yo=

(3)
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the fiber core, L is

the fiber length, and yO is the Raman gain coefficient.

Assuming y.= 5 X 10-10 cm/W [24], and a 200-m (1-ps

delay) length of single-mode fiber having a 6-pm-diam

core, the critical power level is PCrit= 0.6 W. For a 2-m

(10-ns delay) length of the same fiber, the critical power

level is on the order of 60 W. The assumptions that went

into obtaining (3) predict values for the critical input

power that are lower than those obtained in practice. In

addition, (3) assumes a CW input. For the pulsed case, the

expression is modified by an effective interaction length to

take into account the finite duration of the pulse.

Given (2) and (3), the inherent dynamic range of trans-

mission in single-mode fiber can be estimated. While the

Raman scattering is essentially independent of the signal

(modulation) frequency, the quantum noise is linearly pro-

portional to the signal bandwidth. Therefore, the funda-

mental optical dynamic range of a fiber delay line de-

creases linearly with increasing signal bandwidth. This

dependence is shown graphically in Fig. 2, in which the

dynamic range is plotted as a function of the signal band-

width for two different delay lengths at a wavelength of

A = 0.82 pm. As is evident in the figure, the fundamental

optical dynamic range for the transmission of a 1O-GHZ

signal along a 200-m (1-ps) delay line exceeds 80 dB.

D. Other Considerations

Optical fiber has several other favorable characteristics

that are relevant to its use as a delay medium for signal

processing. For example, optical fiber is relatively flexible,

thereby allowing the construction of small, compact de-

vices. Moreover, the flexibility of the fiber will not lead to

any significant bending losses, provided the fiber is not

bent below a critical radius. The critical bend radius is

dependent on the wavelength and the waveguide properties

of the fiber, and is typically several millimeters for com-

mercially available fiber.

Another favorable characteristic of optical fiber delay

lines is that the time intervals between taps can be made

with great precision due to the high velocity of light in the

medium. The group velocity of light in fiber is roughly

2 x108 m/s. Thus, if the spacing between fiber taps is

known to within 1 mm, the time delay between them is

known to within 5 ps.

Fiber delay lines are also relatively insensitive to en-

vironmental effects when they are operated in an incoher-

ent mode (to be discussed in the next section). Although

the optical path provided by single-mode fiber may change

by several optical wavelengths due to pressure and temper-

ature fluctuations [2], fiber delay-line devices are only

affected by gross effects that change the optical path length

by an amount on the order of the modulation envelope of

the signal. For example, a change in temperature of 140°C

would cause a O.I-percent variation in delay.

Finally, optical fiber is insensitive to electromagnetic

interference. This characteristic is advantageous, not only

for fiber signal-processing devices, but also for fiber sensors

and transmission systems. Signal-processing devices are
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Fig. 2. Fundamental opticaf dynamic range of single-mode fiber as

function of modulation signaf bandwidth.

a

often used in electromagnetic environments that can inter-

fere with the operation of conductive delay-line devices.

The immunity of fiber to such interference, along with its

light weight, makes optical fiber a desirable delay medium.

III. SIGNAL PROCESSINGWITH OPTICAL FIBER

DELAY LINES

In many ways, optical fiber delay-line devices are sche-

matically similar to delay-line filters made using more

conventional technologies, such as devices using surface

acoustic waves. As a result, many of the signal-processing

functions implemented with fiber delay lines are operation-

ally similar to those implemented with conventional tech-

nologies. The basic design methods and processing struc-

tures developed for these conventional approaches can be

applied to optical fiber implementations as well.

However, certain features exist that are special to optical

fiber delay lines that must be considered when applying

these design methods. These features relate to the fact that

signals to be processed are represented by the modulation

envelope of an optical carrier. As a consequence, some

fiber-optic delay-line configurations have restrictions on

the types of signals that can be processed.

In this section, these features and their effects on fiber

delay-line signal processing are discussed. In addition, basic

fiber-optic processing structures used to perform a variety

of time-domain and frequency-domain operations are

presented. The presentation of these structures focusses on

the schematic representation; the exact fiber-optic imple-

mentation will be left for later sections in which specific

delay-line devices are presented.

A. Incoherent Signal Processing

Optical fiber delay-line signal processing is set apart

from other delay-line techniques by fundamental differ-

ences that stem from the fact that most optically encoded

signals are modulated onto a carrier whose frequency is

thousands of times greater than that of the highest signal

frequency component. Optical detectors are square-law

devices that respond to the incident optical power and

none is fast enough to respond to the carrier frequency.

This is in contrast to the situation encountered in a surface
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acoustic-wave delay line, where interdigital electrodes with

finger spacings corresponding to the spatial period of the

acoustic carrier directly detect a propagating acoustic wave.

The propagating acoustic wave induces a voltage on the

electrodes proportional to the amplitude of the acoustic

wave at that point.

This example illustrates a basic difference between opti-

cal fiber delay lines and conventional delay lines. Whereas

conventional delay lines coherently combine tapped signals,

optical fiber delay-line filters (in their present form) in-

coherently combine tapped signals resulting in the addition

of optical powers.

In principle, the optical carrier can be utilized for coher-

ent processing. In this case, the relative phases of the

optical carrier of each tapped signal must be stable to

within a fraction of an optical wavelength. This requires a

narrow source spectrum that is highly stable as well as

differences in optical paths that are constant to within a

fraction of an optical wavelength. Such coherent systems

can be difficult to implement in practice and are usually

more complicated than incoherent systems because of the

stringent requirements on the stability of the source and

optical delay paths. For this reason, coherent detection,

which depends on the phase of the optical carrier, is

avoided in single-mode fiber delay lines.

To insure that coherent interference of the optical carrier

is minimal, techniques providing spatial and temporal aver-

aging of the carrier are employed. When tapped portions of

a temporally coherent carrier impinge on a detector from

different angles, a phase variation exists in the plane of the

detector. Since this phase variation is quite large for small

angular separations, the detector averages over the area of

the wavefront intercepted by the detector. This yields an

output proportional to the sum of the optical powers. Even

if spatial averaging is not present, a carrier with a broad

range of frequency components is used thus providing

temporal averaging of the signal components. If tapped

outputs of a delay line are spatially coherent, but the

carrier has a broad spectrum, then the frequency compo-

nents of the carrier will beat against each other and be

effectively averaged over time provided the detector in-

tegration time is sufficiently long. The necessary condition

for obtaining temporal averaging is given by ‘

rc << Tint << TO (4)

where TO is the time delay between tapped signals, Tint is

the integration time of the detector, and ~c, the coherence

time of the carrier, is given roughly by ~C- l/Av.

Fortunately, semiconductor laser diodes can exhibit both

a broad output spectrum and the ability to be directly

modulated at speeds up to several gigahertz. They are

therefore the sources of choice for most optical fiber

delay-line applications.

B. Positivity

One important consequence of incoherent summation in

fiber delay-line filters is that negative weighting of taps

cannot be accomplished optically. The power extracted

from a fiber delay line can be weighted by attenuation (or

amplification) before detection. However, since power is an

inherently positive quantity, it cannot be optically

manipulated to add to zero with other incident optical

power if the effects of coherent interference are eliminated.

For time-domain applications, encoding algorithms exist

which allow bipolar, or in general, complex signal weighi-

ngs [25]. For frequency-domain as well as time-domain

applications, bipolar weighings can be implemented by

collecting the tapped outputs with either of two separate

detectors that are electrically inverted with respect to each

other. For example, a code having both positive and nega-

tive values was cross-correlated by using a second inverting

detector to distinguish the negative weighting [26].

The devices described in this paper utilize mostly posi-

tive weighings that are accomplished optically by attenua-

tion. Devices of this kind fall into the category of positive

systems. The application of positive systems theory to

optical fiber delay-line devices is useful in that general

conclusions about their behavior can be ascertained without

knowing the details of their construction, operation, and

the exact values of device parameters. For example, the

magnitude of the transfer function of an optical fiber filter

can nowhere exceed its value at the origin [27]. Also,

information about the locations of the poles and zeroes of

the transfer function of a fiber filter can be obtained. For

instance, it can be shown that there cannot be an odd

number of zeroes to the right hand of the pole with the

largest magnitude (which is real and positive).

C. Fiber-Optic Structures and Applications

A generalized fiber-optic processing system that includes

an optical source, an optical fiber delay-line device, and a

square-law photodetector is shown in Fig. 3. Input electri-

cal power @i, drives an optical source via an input voltage

ui~ or an input current i,n that is proportional to the square

root of the electrical power. The source may be an external

modulator whose applied voltage determines the amount of

transmitted power from a CW optical source. More com-

monly, the optical source is a semiconductor laser diode

whose output can be directly modulated by an input cur-

rent. If the laser is operated in the linear portion of its

diode characteristic (as indicated in Fig. 3), the optical

power transmitted to the input of the fiber device Pin is

linearly proportional to the input current.

The optical power output of the fiber delay line is

linearly proportional to the input optical power, provided

the optical input power does not induce nonlinear effects

(as described in the previous section) and that coherent

interference effects are not significant. The optical power

output POUt is detected by a square-law detector with the

detector photocurrent linearly proportional to the intensity

striking its sensitive surface. The output current zOUt is

proportional to the square root of the electrical output

power .@OUt.

The entire system can be treated as a linear, time-

invariant system in which the output is the convolution of

the input with the impulse response of the device. Given
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Fig. 3. Generalized fiber processing system that includes an

source, fiber delay-line device, and photodetector.

optical

these properties, the response of these devices can be

analyzed using classical transform techniques.

It is important to point out that the evaluation of these

fiber systems depends on whether electrical power or opti-

cal power has been specified. For some applications, the

response of these fiber systems to electrical power is of

importance, whereas in other applications, the response of

the system to optical power may be important. Since the

electrical power is proportional to the square of the optical

power, improper evaluations can result from inaccurately

specified parameters,

The fiber delay-line device depicted in Fig. 3 can be one

of several configurations. Two configurations that are basic

to fiber-optic signal processing are the recirculating delay

line (Fig. 4(a)) and the nonrecirculating, or tapped delay

line (Fig. 4(b)). The recirculating delay line consists of a

loop of fiber which has been partially closed upon itself

(shown schematically with a fiber directional coupler—see

Section IV-B). Signals introduced into one end of the delay

line recirculate around the loop producing outputs on each

transit. The tapped delay-line structure consists of a fiber

which has taps distributed along its length.’ Signals intro-

duced into one end of the delay line are successively

sampled, weighted, and then incoherently summed either

by optical summation before detection or by electronic

summation after detection.

The tapped’ delay line and the recirculating delay line

can perform a variety of signal-processing functions. For

example, both can perform as frequency filters whose

modulation transfer functions are given by the Fourier

transform of their response to a modulation impulse. Re-

circr.ilating delay lines are also of interest for applications

requiring short-term storage of discrete or analog signals.

In addition to frequency filtering, tapped delay lines can

perform a variety of time-domain operations, such as con-

volution, correlation, and matkti-vector multiplication.

Recirculating and tapped delay lines can be incorpo-

rated into basic recursive and nonrecursive fiber-optic

structures (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). These basic structures can act

as building blocks for more complex forms called lattice

structures. Lattice structures are capable of performing a

wide range of frequency-domain and time-domain filtering

operations. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show schematics of two basic

lattice forms: the Nth-order feed-backward and feed-

forward structures. These configurations are constructed

by interconnecting N-recursive sections and N-nonrecur-

sive sections in tandem, respectively. These basic building

blocks can allow the application of the classical synthesis
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Fig. 4. Basic delay-line structures: (a) recirculating delay line with loop

delay T and (b) tapped delay line with tap intervals Tm (m= 1,2,...,N

– 1) and weighting elements Wm (m= 0,1,2,..,, N).
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Fig. 5 Basic recursive and nonrecursive fiber-optic structures: (a) recur-

sive element and (b) nonrecursive element.
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Fig. 6. Basic lattice forms: (a) Nth-order feed-backward lattice and (b)

Nth-order feed-forward lattice.

procedures of lattice filtering to high-frequency fiber-optic

filters [27].

This section has discussed some of the factors that must

be considered when using optical fiber delay lines for

signal-processing applications. While coherent carrier inter-

ference can pose a potential problem in fiber delay-line

filters, its effects can be greatly reduced by spatial aver-

aging of the tapped light at the detector and by the use of a

highly incoherent source.
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Also in this section, some of the basic fiber-optic forms

that are capable of performing a variety of signal-processing

operations have been presented. Given this foundation, the

objective of our work has been to implement these struc-

tures in the laboratory. The initial effort focussed primarily

on methods of tapping optical fibers. Once these tapping

mechanisms were identified and implemented, the basic

delay-line structures described above were constructed.

In the remaining sections of this paper, three different

approaches to implementing basic recirculating and nonre-

circulating (tapped) delay lines are described. In each

discussion, the design, construction, and performance of

these single-mode fiber delay-line devices are presented. In

the final section, the lattice structure approach, which

combines recirculating and nonrecirculating delay-line

sections, is described. Analytical formulations for these

structures and the demonstration of elementary processing

operations using them is presented.

IV. OPTICAL FIBER DELAY-LINE DEVICES

A. The Macrobend Tapped Delay Line

The macrobend tapped delay line is one form of a

nonrecirculating delay line. In this device, taps are imple-

mented by forcing a fiber over a series of abrupt bends,

causing a small portion of the propagating signal to be

radiated at each bend. The device acts as a transversal

filter when this radiated light is collected and summed.

This tapping technique is particularly attractive because it

is nondestructive and noninvasive and can be easily ex-

tended to provide for a large number of taps on a single

delay line.

Fig. 7 shows the tapping mechanism. When a single-mode

optical fiber encounters an abrupt bend, the propagating

mode is perturbed and some of the light is emitted in a

directional cone. Such a bend can be formed by forcing the

fiber over a small pin as shown in Fig. 7. The strength and

shape of the radiation pattern depends primarily on the pin

radius and its distance from the outer surface of the

mandrel.

A macrobend tapped delay line is constructed by wrap-

ping single-mode fiber with a transparent jacket around a

mandrel which has a small tapping pin laid at one point

along its circumference (Fig. 8). In many of the devices,

micrometers have been used as shown in Fig. 8. These

micrometers allow the tapping pin to be canted, increasing

the fiber tension for later taps and compensating for the

delay line and tap attenuation. The portion of the mandrel

containing the tapping pin is immersed in a bath of

index-matching fluid, which serves to extract that fraction

of the light radiated from the core that would otherwise be

trapped in the cladding of the fiber. The tapped light is

collected by a lens that images the row of taps at an

intermediate plane. An encoded transmission mask located

in this plane serves to weight the taps by attenuating the

light at the image of each tap. The light that is transmitted

is collected by a second lens and focused on a detector. In

this way, the simultaneous summation of the taps that is

needed for transversal filtering is accomplished optically.

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram illustrating the macrobend tapping mecha-

nism.
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of macrobend tapped delay-line transversal

filter.

Macrobend delay-line devices have been fabricated as

described above. Tapping uniformities are typically +1 d13

for devices having on the order of twenty taps and about

k 2 dB for devices having on the order of one hundred

taps. The tapping uniformity appears to be a function of

tension variations during wrapping and variations in the

optical quality of the nominally transparent fiber jacket.

The macrobend tapped delay line has been used to

generate coded sequences at gigabit/s rates [28]. By inject-

ing into the device an optical pulse which is $hort com-

pared to the tap spacing, a series of pulses can be gener-

ated whose time separations are equal to the tapping

interval. A desired coded sequence can be obtained by

optically attenuating the desired tapped output signals at

the intermediate image plane. Fig. 9 shows two 8-bit coded

sequences generated with a device having a 10-cm cir-

cumference which corresponds to a 500-ps tapping interval.

The uniformity of the pulse amplitudes is better than ~ 1

dB.

Convolution and cross-correlation can be performed

using “a similar arrangement [28]. A modulated optical

signal launched into one end of the delay line produces an

output at the photodetector which is the convolution of the

input signal with the tap weighings. If the tap weights are

such that the impulse response is the time-reversed version

of the input signal, then the output is the autocorrelation

of the input signal and the delay-line device acts as a

matched filter.
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Fig. 10. Matched filter responses (lower traces) to 1 Gb/s input codes

(upper traces).

Matched filtering operations have been performed using

a device having a 20-cm circumference which corresponds

to a l-ns tapping interval. Fig. 10(a)–(c) show the results

for three different on–off codes. These particular codes

were chosen because, like Barker codes, their autocorrela-

tion waveforms are characterized by strong central peaks

and flat or nearly flat sidelobes. The autocorrelation of the

n-bit code (Fig. 1O(C)) is not shown completely in order to

resolve the detail near the peak. The features in the re-

sponse of the 1l-bit code are expected, corresponding to a

two and zero, which should occur 5 ns on either side of the

central peak.

Macrobend tapped delay lines can also perform as

frequency filters [29]. The response of a device having 19

taps spaced l-ns apart was measured at frequencies from O

to 1.3 GHz. The observed response deviated from the

expected sin x/x response due to variations in tap uni-

formity. Passbands were located at frequencies correspond-

ing to integer multiples of the inverse of the tap spacing

and the widths of each passband were inversely propor-

tional to the number of taps incident on the detector.

Thus far, the macrobend tapped delay-line technique has

been demonstrated with devices having relatively small

numbers of taps. Larger numbers of taps can be obtained

by simply wrapping more fiber turns around the mandrel.

The minimum possible tapping interval for these devices is

limited by the maximum curvature the fiber can tolerate

before significant bending losses occur. For commercially

available fiber, bending radii of a few centimeters are

possible corresponding to a few hundred picosecond of

delay. Smaller delays may be obtained by tapping the fiber

more than once per turn.

B. The V-Groove Tapped Delay Line

The V-groove tapped delay line is an alternative ap-

proach to the optical fiber tapped delay line. While lacking

the simplicity of the macrobend tapped delay line, this

approach offers several important advantages that result

from the employment of a more efficient tapping mecha-

nism: the evanescent coupling of two fibers whose cores

are in close proximity. This mechanism is implemented

using a preferentially etched silicon V-groove substrate to

align and position an array of directional coupler taps

precisely on a continuous single-mode fiber delay line. By

simultaneously summing the individual tap outputs, the

device can be used as a transversal filter.

The tapping mechanism of the V-groove device is based

on a single-mode directional coupler in which the fiber

cladding is removed by mechanical polishing [30]. Each

half of a four-terminal directional coupler is made by

bonding a fiber in a curved (typically R = 25 cm) groove in

a quartz substrate (Fig. 1l(a)). The surface is first ground,

then polished until the fiber cladding is removed to within

a few microns of the core.

A directional coupler is formed by mating two identical

coupler halves face-to-face, as shown in Fig. n(b). A thin

interf acial layer of index matching oil aids the coupling

and allows the substrates to slide smoothly over each other.

Maximum coupling occurs when the polished fibers are

superposed and the separation between their cores is mini-

mized. Smaller amounts of coupling can be obtained, if

desired, by translating one substrate relative to the other,

thereby increasing the separation of the fiber cores. In

practice, this is accomplished by mounting the coupler in a

holder that holds one substrate fixed while a pair of

micrometers are used to position the other. In this way, the

coupling can be adjusted to a desired value, and if the
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Fig. 11. Single-mode fiber directional coupler: (a) half of a directional

coupler and (b) mated halves showing side-view (left) and end-view

(right).

substrates have been sufficiently polished, full coupling can

be achieved.

The single-mode directional coupler exhibits many char-

acteristics that make it highly desirable as a power divider

for single-mode fiber devices and systems. The coupler

typically exhibits very low excess loss ( <0.5 dB) and is

highly directional, with a directivity exceeding 70 dB. The

dependence of the coupler on the input polarization is also

very small ( <0.1 percent). This fact is important for

uniform coupling in the V-groove delay line, where bire-

fringence induced by bends in the fiber changes the state of

polarization between each directional coupler tap.

The V-groove tapped delay line is essentially a large

number of couplers on a single substrate. The device is

made by bonding subsequent turns of a delay-line coil into

adj scent grooves of an anisotropically etched silicon

V-groove wafer mounted on a curved quartz substrate (Fig.

12). The substrate is mechanically polished in a manner

similar to that used for the four-terminal directional cou-

pler mentioned above. A tapped delay line is made by

mating this array with a similar array of individual output

fibers. The result is an array of evanescently coupled taps.

The relative offset of the two arrays at each tap can be

adjusted by lateral translation of the entire output array,

thus changing the coupling at every tap by the same

amount. The uniformity of the core-to-core spacing (and

thus the coupling) at each tap site is guaranteed by the

precision of the photolithographically processed silicon

wafer.

The adjustability, tapping uniformity, and excess tap

loss have been measured for a number of V-groove devices

[31]. The tapping uniformity of a four-tap device was

evaluated for tapping strengths ranging from – 10 dB to

– 50 dB. In all cases, the uniformity was better than + 1.5

dB. The excess tap loss, which was found to be dependent
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Fig. 12. Exploded view of V-groove tapped delay line.
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Fig. 13. Experimental arrangement for demonstrating code generation

and correlation.

on the tap strength, was less than 0.26 dB per tap. Devices

with larger numbers of taps have also been measured with

comparable uniformities and excess losses.

The use of the V-groove tapped delay line as a transver-

sal filter is analogous to that described for the macrobend

tapped delay line [26]. The experimental arrangement for

both code generation and correlation using the V-groove

device is shown schematically in Fig. 13. In this arrange-

ment, coded sequences are generated by injecting a short

optical pulse into the right-hand end of the delay line. The

tapped outputs emerge at location A (Fig. 13) where they

are weighted and optically summed by combining them on

a single detector.

Closed-loop correlation has been performed by using the

LD analog transmitter to reinject the generated sequence

into the other (left-hand) end of the delay line. This

sequence is then sampled, weighted, and again combined

onto a single detector (Output B, Fig. 13). The result, in

this instance, is the cross-correlation of the tap weightings

at Output A with the tap weightings at Output B.
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Fig. 14 shows an experimental closed-loop result ob-

tained with a four-tap device having 2.5-ns tapping inter-

vals. The code 1011 in the upper trace was generated by a

single input pulse from the pulser with weighings at tap

Output A. The correlation output (lower trace) was ob-

tained by feeding the output from A to the analog trans-

mitter and injecting its optical output into the left-hand

end of the delay line. Since the weighings at Output B

were adjusted to be the same as those of Output A, the

output of the detector at B is the autocorrelation of the

generated sequence.

A V-groove tapped delay line can also perform as a

frequency filter that responds selectively to different mod-

ulation frequencies. Fig. 15(a)–(c) shows measured

frequency responses for a four-tap device with equally

weighted taps (2.5-ns tapping intervals). The sequence of

photographs illustrate the dependence of the width of the

fundamental passband on the number of unmasked taps

incident on the detector.

The V-groove tapped delay line is capable of performing

other processing operations. For example, a V-groove de-

vice has been demonstrated as a discretely variable delay

line [32]. Frequency- and time-domain measurements were

carried out on a device with adjustable delays ranging from

0.6 ns to 14.4 ns.

The V-groove tapped delay line has proven to be a

versatile device that exhibits important advantages as a

tapped delay line. Its major advantage lies in the fact that

the tapped light can be efficiently collected and trans-

ported from the delay line by single-mode fibers. As a

result, the tap outputs can potentially be recombined in a

solitary single-mode fiber using a similar set of V-groove

arrays. This procedure can be beneficial, since high-speed

detectors necessarily have small sensitive areas, and collec-

tion of the tapped light in a single fiber whose output falls

within this small area without focusing is essential for the

efficient detection of large numbers of tap outputs.

Finally, the V-groove tapped delay line can have tap

intervals that are extremely small. Like the macrobend

tapped delay line, the physical spacing of the taps on the

V-groove delay-line coil is limited by bending losses to

several millimeters, corresponding to an interval of a few

hundred picosecond. The effective tap interval can be

much shorter, however, since extra delay can be provided

by the fibers that guide the tap outputs to the summing

point. This interval may be as small as the interaction

length of a directional coupler or the coherence time of the

optical source, whichever is larger.

2 TAPS

3 TAPS

4 TAPS

Fig. 15. Frequency response of V-groove filter using (a) two taps, (b)

three taps, and (c) four taps. Upper trace in (a) and (b) is the frequency

response of the measurement system.

C. The Recirculating Delay Line

The recirculating delay line is formed using the single-

mode directional coupler discussed earlier. The loop can be

formed without a splice by appropriately mating two cou-

pler halves that have been fabricated on a single strand of

fiber (Fig. 4(a)). The resulting directional coupler tap al-

lows signals to be launched into the loop as well as to be

extracted from it. The amount of recirculation in the

delay-line loop is determined by the coupling coefficient,

the excess loss of the coupler, and the propagation loss in

the fiber loop.

An important class of time-domain applications exist

wherein fiber recirculating delay lines can be used for

data-rate transformations [33]. A recirculating loop can be

used as a buffer memory that will accept information at a

given data rate, temporarily store it, and transmit it at a

different rate. For example, such a device would allow the

interfacing of a sensor that is acquiring and transmitting

information at one rate to a processor that requires the

entry of data at a different rate.

In the “slow in–fast out” mode (Fig. 16(a)), a slow

stream of data pulses (rate 1/T) is injected into a loop

having a circulation transit time T – ~. In this way, each

pulse is injected a time ~ after the previous pulse has

completed a full circulation. Thus, the pulses are inter-

leaved such that they ae separated by T as they circulate in
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Fig. 16. Data-rate transformations using a recirculating
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the loop. Once the entire pulse stream has been read into

the loop, it can be read out at a bit rate of l/~.

In the” fast in–slow out” mode (Fig. 16(b)), a high-speed

data stream is injected directly into a loop, which also has

transit time T – ~. Individual pulses can then be read out

one by one at a regular interval T until the entire code is

recovered at the slower rate I/T.

In practice, both of these transformer modes require

amplification to compensate propagation and coupling loss,

as well as switchable, gated coupling to selectively inject or

extract individual pulses or groups of pulses. While the

“slow in–fast out” mode requires a relatively slow gate

with a switching time on the order of, T, the “fast in–slow

out” mode requires a fast gate with a switching time less

than ~ in order to extract individual pulses from a circulat-

ing high-speed pulse train.

One interesting application, which demonstrates the

potential of recirculating delay lines to performing data-rate

transformations, is uniform pulse-train generation [34]. In

this application, two single-mode fiber recirculating delay

lines are used in series to generate a sequence of uniform

pulse trains (Fig. 17). When a single short pulse is launched

into a “generator” loop having transit time T, the output

consists of an infinite, decaying series of pulses spaced by

T. If such a sequence is coupled into a “multiplexer” loop

having transit time T – ~, then each pulse of the input

sequence enters the loop a time ~ after the previous pulse

has completed a full circulation. The circulating pulses in

the multiplexer loop are thus spaced by r, and are sampled

by the coupler on each pass and transmitted to the output.

The Nth pulse train of the output sequence is composed of

N pulses with each pulse making a total of N – 1 circula-

tions in the generator loop, the multiplexer loop, or some

combination of the two. As a result, if the coupling and

loss parameters of the multiplexer loop are identical to

those of the generator loop, the pulses within each pulse

train will be uniform.

This concept was demonstrated experimentally by inject-

ing a short (120 ps FWHM) pulse from a laser diode

(X= 820 nm) into a generator loop having a transit time of

10.9 ns. The output of the generator loop then entered a

multiplexer loop having a transit time of 10.1 ns. The

coupling and loss parameters were adytsted to be equal in

MULTIPLEXER

LOOP

GENERATOR

LOOP

#
/“ INPUT

-+ ~T-T COUPLER
1’1

COUPiER PULSE

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram illustrating pulse-train generation with recir-

culating delay lines.

both loops with the adjustable directional couplers and

variable splices within each loop, respectively. The result-

ing output (Fig. 18) consisted of a sequence of 1.25 Gb/s

(corresponding to a 0.8-ns difference in loop transits) pulses

with pulse heights within a given pulse train uniform to

better than +0.3 dB.

This technique provides a simple method for generating

a series of high-speed uniform pulses. Since the interval r

between pulses within each pulse train depends only on the

transit time difference between the generator and multi-

plexer loops, this interval may be extremely short, limited

only by the width of the original input pulse. The interval

between pulse trains may be much longer, however, en-

abling the extraction of a desired pulse train from the

series by a relatively slow gate. In order to extract the Nth

pulse train from the output sequence, the switching time of

the gate needs to be only T – NT.

Recirculating delay lines can also be used for frequency

filtering. The frequency response depends on the adjust-

ment of the coupler, the propagation loss of the loop, and

the insertion loss of the coupler. Notch filtering has been

demonstrated using a variety of recirculating delay lines

with loop delays ranging from 1.00 ps to 1.35 ns [35]. The

frequency responses were characterized by having deep

notches ( – 55 dB) and uniform overtones extending be-

yond one gigahertz. The uniformity of these overtones was

limited by the measurement system (laser diode, detector,

amplifier, and network analyzer) and therefore the re-

sponse of these fiber filters should be uniform well beyond

several tens of gigahertz.

This property was investigated uiing a microwave

measurement system [36] which included a lithium niobate

waveguide modulator [37], a high-speed GaAs photodetec-

tor [38], a spectrum analyzer, and a sweep oscillator (Fig.

19). The output from a CW laser diode (A= 820 nm) was

focused into the waveguide modulator which was driven

over a broad frequency range by the sweep oscillator. The

modulated light output was coupled into a fiber filter

(1.35-ns loop delay) which after passing through the filter

was detected by the GaAs photodetector. The output of the

photodetector was in turn fed into the spectrum analyzer.

The oscillator and spectrum analyzer were stepped together

in 1O-MHZ intervals from 1 to 18 GHz by a desktop

computer.

The frequency response of the filter was first measured

with the coupler adjusted for maximum notch depth. The

loop was then disassembled by separating the coupler

halves so that the fiber served as a link (total length 1 m)

from the modulator to the detector. Since the modulation
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Fig. 18. Pulse-train output sequence of multiplexer loop.
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Fig. 19. Experimental arrangement for measuring microwave frequency

response of fiber filter.

bandwidth of this length of single-mode fiber is on the

order of 1 THz, the measurement yields the residual

frequency response of the measurement system. This re-

sponse was then used to normalize the response measured

with the recirculating delay line included in the system.

The response illustrated in Fig. 20 contains sharp notches

at the appropriate frequencies, ranging in depth from – 12

dB to – 30 dB. The notch depth was limited by receiver

noise and by deviation of the coupling coefficient from the

desired value. The filter exhibited a fundamental passband

at 740 MHz with overtones that are uniform to within

+ 1.5 dB to at least 18 GHz, at which point their measure-

ment was limited by the dynamic range of the system. It is

worth noting that this uniformity is better than the speci-

fied flatness uncertainty of the spectrum analyzer.

Recirculating delay lines are capable of providing other

processing functions such as bandpass filtering. As before,

the response of these filters can be tailored by adjustment

of the coupling coefficient. Analyses and experimental

results of these filtering operations are contained in [35].

The recirculating delay-line structures developed thus far

have loop delays that are of modest lengths due to limita-

tions imposed by the measurement systems. Ultimately,

recirculating delay lines can provide much shorter delays.

The shortest possible loop delay is limited by bending

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY RESPONSE

I
I
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Fig. 20. Normalized frequency response of notch filter from 0–18 GHz.

losses to a minimum circumference corresponding to a

circulation time of a few hundred picosecond. Greater

versatility of the recirculating delay line in both time- and

frequency-domain applications will depend in a large part

on the development of additional components. For exam-

ple, an in-line optical amplifier capable of boosting broad-

band signals with a minimum of distortion and excess

noise would be advantageous. Such an internal device may

need only to provide a few decibels of gain to compensate

the coupler and fiber loss. In addition to an amplifier, the

use of a rapidly switchable directional coupler would greatly

enhance the performance of these devices. An increase in

signal-to-noise ratio could be realized if the coupling could

be switched at desired instants so that circulating signals

would not be significantly depleted prior to their extrac-

tion.

D. Lattice Structures

Fiber-optic lattice structures have been developed using

directional couplers. Recursive or nonrecursive fiber-optic

sections are formed by appropriately orienting the mated

halves of the directional couplers (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). More
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complicated structures such as a feed-forward or

feed-backward lattice can be implemented by cascading

these elementary recursive and nonrecursive sections (Fig.

6(a) and (b)). A thorough analysis of fiber lattice structures

including experimental results is presented in [27]. There-

fore, only the significant features and experimental results

will be presented here.

Lattice structures can be used to perform a variety of

time-domain signal processing” operations, including code

generation, convolution, and correlation. These operations

can be performed using feed-forward or feed-backward

fiber lattices. One interesting area of time-domain applica-

tion, which is well suited for the lattice structure approach,

is that of matrix-vector operations. In this application, a

feed-backward fiber structure (Fig. 6(a)) is used to imple-

ment a matrix processor capable of performing high-speed

matrix-vector multiplications. The clock rate qf this

processor is set ,by the basic loop delay of the elementary

recursive sections that form the feed-backward structure.

The operation of the multiplier involves 2N – 1 couplers,

corresponding to the 2N – 1 main and off diagonals of a

given N X N matrix. As the components of the input

vector are serially fed as optical signals into the input line

Xl of Fig. 6(a), the matrix elements enter the couplers

progressively in such a way that each coupling coefficient

represents matrix elements from a single off (or main)

diagonal.

This arrangement uses couplers which presently are ad-

justed manually. As a result, multiplications involving only

Toeplitz matrices (i.e., matrices in which all the elements

along each diagonal are equal) can be performed. Toeplitz

matrices can be utilized to represent many important

signal-processing operations including convolution, corre-

lation, and Fourier transformation. With the introduction

of fast switchable couplers, however, general matrix oper-

ations could be performed and the versatility of these

processors would be greatly expanded.

The operation of the matrix multiplier with fixed weights

is. described in Fig. 21 for a 2 X 2 Toeplitz matrix. The

matrix elements are represented by the coupling coeffi-

cients ( ai), which are asstimed to be sufficiently weak so

that the input vector is not significantly attenuated by the

couplers and that additional recirculation are negligible.

The components of the input vector enter the input line as

a time sequence of light pulses whose spacings are equal to

the round-trip loop delay T between adjacent couplers.

Since the device is linear in the intensity of the propagating

light, the total response of the output is the. sum of the

responses to the two components of the input vector. As

illustrated in Fig. 21, the matrix-vector product appears in

a time slot of width two unit time delays following the first

pulse, A similar result holds for the general (Toeplitz)

N-dimensional matrix-vector multiplication. For such a

matrix, 2N – 1 couplers would be required and the N

components of the output vector would follow the (N – l)th

output pulse.

An experimental device was built from three directional

couplers with. a basic loop delay of 10 ns which corre-
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Fig. 21. Systolic Toeplitz matrix-vector multiplier for 2 X 2 matrices.

[,4, ] are the coupling ratios of the three couplers. The. output is the sum

of the contributions made by each of the vector components.
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Fig. 22. Experimental matrix-vector products (arbitrary vertical scales).

The upper traces show the electronic input pufses. The undershoots that

follow the pulses result from the high-pass characteristics of the elec-

tronic circuitry.

spends to a 1OO-MHZ clock rate. The three couplers were

manually adjusted to yield an impulse response with the

first three pulse heights proportional to a12, all( = aaz),

and a ~z, respectively. The experimental output vectors,

which are shown in Fig. 22(a) and (b), follow theoretical

predictions.

Among the factors that may determine the ultimate

accuracy of the multiplier are the settings of the coupling

coefficients, the time delay between the input pulses, the

loop delays, the presence of residual recirculation (for

high-data rate applications), and the frequency bandwidth

of the electronic components. It should be noted that by

incorporating smaller fiber loops (few centimeters) and
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designing smaller components and a more compact geom-

etry, the effective clock rate of these devices can be ex-

tended to several gigahertz. Also,, higher order lattices can

be used to operate on matrices of higher dimension. This

extension only requires additional lengths of fiber and

couplers.

Lattice structures are also important in frequency-

domain operations. A variety of filter responses can be

realized by combining lattice sections in prescribed ways.

The analysis of fiber lattices can be conveniently carried

out by representing the structures with a system response

matrix and using Z-transform techniques. Each elementary

recursive or nonrecursive section can be represented by a

matrix whose elements relate the input and output termi-

nals of the section. For example, the elementary two-cou-

pler nonrecursive section can be described by a transfer

matrix, which relates the first port with input terminals X1

and Xz to the second port with output terminals Y1 and Y2

(Fig. 5(b)) [27]

(
~=H1l(Z) H12(Z)

H21(Z) H22(Z) )
where

[

1111= (1 – bJ(l – bo)lll + b~bJ~~z -1

H12 = bl(l– bo)lll+(l– bl)bO112z-1

H21 = (1– bl)bolll+ bl(l– bo)112z-1

H22 = blbolll + (1 – bl)(l – bO)112z ‘1.

(5)

111 and 112 are the intensity transmission factors from X1

to YI and X2 to Y2, respectively. bO and bl are the

coupling coefficients of the couplers as shown in the figure.

z is the Z-transform variable.

A similar matrix representation can be used for two-

coupler recursive systems. In these structures, a chain

matrix, whose elements relate the pairs of input–output

terminals (Xl, Yl) to (X2, Yz) (Fig. 5(a)) is used[27J

G=
1

(

Gil(z) G21(z)

lll(l–al)(l-aO) - G12(z) G22(z)
)

(6)

where

[

G1l = 1 – alaollz’1

G12=–a0 –al(l–2aO)11z-1

G21= al +(1–2a1)aOllz-1

G22 = – alaO+(l –2a1)(l–2aO)11z-1

and II = 111112and a. and al are the coupling coefficients

of the couplers.

Matrix representations for cascaded systems can be de-

termined in a straightforward manner. For cascaded recur-

sive sections, the system matrix GtOtd is the product of the

individual chain matrices, multiplied in the same order as

the sections are cascaded, i.e.,

G,.,,, = GlG2G3 . . . GN. (7)

x, f33 a2 % ao Y2

Ire(Z)

t A3= (0.9,a.9,0.9,0.9) A =(0.9,0,1,0.1,0.9),3

@’”%p=”
(a)

NO LOSS OR AMPLIFICATION
THIRO-ORDER ALL-POLE LATTICE

1! ~A3 =[0.9, 0.1,0.1,0.9) h

-20

I

= -80 I
o 0.2 0,4 06 0.8 I .(

FREQUENCY x DELAY (fT)

Fig. 23. Theoretical pole diagrams and corresponding frequency re-

sponses for a third-order all-pole fiber-op tlc lattice filter (input port xl,
output port Y2) for two different values of the coupling coefficient

vector (shown in the figure). The coupling coefficient vector A ~ is

defined as (aO, al, az, aq).

The same multiplicative rule, but with the reverse order, is

valid for the transfer matrices of cascaded nonrecursive

sections

H
total

= HN . . . H3H2H1. (8)

The elements of a chain matrix can be related to the

elements of the corresponding transfer matrix. In this way,

matrix representations of systems composed of both recur-

sive and nonrecursive sections can be easily determined.

Theoretical frequency responses for a third-order all-pole

lattice are shown in Fig. 23 for two different settings of

coupling coefficients. The values of the coupling coeffi-

cients are chosen such that for one case all the poles of the

corresponding filter transfer function are (real) positive

(Fig. 23(a)), and for the other case there are both real and

complex poles (Fig. 23(b)). The presence of the two peaks

within one basic period of the frequency response (upper

curve) is indicative of the existence of complex conjugate

pole pairs. In both responses, the peaks at integer multiples

of P correspond to positive-valued poles.

Experimental frequency responses of a second-order

feed-backward lattice are shown in Fig. 24(a)-(c). The

magnitude of the frequency response shown in Fig. 24(a)

was measured with the last coupler in the cascade set to a
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Fig. 24. Frequency responses of a second-order feed-backward lattice

with different coupler settings. (a) Response with last coupler in cascade

set to zero coupling ratio. (b) Response with coupling ratios set to

intermediate values. (c) Expanded portion of theresponse shown in(b)

including phase. Upper traces in(a) and(b) arethe frequency responses

of the measurement system.

coupling ratio of zero. As a result, the device becomes a

first-order filter, and thus only one peak per basic period in

the frequency response is observed. Fig. 24(b) shows the

frequency response of the lattice with the coupling coeffi-

cients set to intermediate values. Fig. 24(c) is an expanded

portion of one basic period of the same response including

the phase. For these coupling ratios, two peaks per basic

period are evident, indicating. that the lattice is performing

as a second-order filter. The upper traces in Fig. 24(a) and

(b) are the responses of the measurement system (i.e., laser

diode, detector, and ainplifier).

Fiber lattice structures have several advantages that make

them attractive for performing many signal-processing

functions. For example, the outputs of the structures are

contained in a single fiber facilitating the detection process.

Also, all summations are done optically, within the fiber,

making the systems more efficient. The modular construc-

tion of fiber lattices simplifies the design and fabrication of
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complicated filtering systems. Furthermore, the analysis of

these complicated systems is easy since the overall response

can be obtained by cascading the responses of elementary

sections.

More versatile filters can be constructed by combining

feed-forward (all-zero) and all-pole type feed-backward

filters. Such an arrangement allows independent adjust-

ment of the poles and zeroes in the Z-plane. As a result, a

variety of complex filters can be synthesized. Moreover,

combining feed-backward sections with feed-forward sec-

tions allowing negativity (e.g., by using the negative detec-

tion arrangement described in Section III) can provide

even more versatile systems. These combinations can also

be analyzed using the formalisms described above.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The objectives of the research reviewed in this paper

were to identify and study efficient tapping mechanisms

for single-mode fiber delay lines, to develop fabrication

techniques that allowed the implementation of these mech-

anisms, and’ to construct and test fiber delay-line filters

capable of performing some basic signal-processing func-

tions. These objectives were accomplished through the de-

velopment of three different prototypes: the macrobend

tapped delay line, the V-groove tapped delay line, and the

recirculating delay line [39]. These prototypes in turn pro-

vided the foundation for the development of fiber lattices,

which are capable of performing more complicated signal-

processing operations [40]. The results obtained with these

devices clearly demonstrate the feasibility of fiber delay

lines for broad-band signal processing.’

The’ tapped delay-line structures (macrcrbend and

V-groove). have been used to perform basic transversal

filtering operations at frequencies of several hundred mega-

hertz to well over a gigahertz. Recirculating delay lines

have been used to demonstrate temporary storage of

broad-band signals in’ addition ‘to performing data-rate

transformations. Recirculating delay lines have also been

demonstrated as frequency filters with measured frequency

responses extending beyond a gigahertz. The general

synthesis of fiber-optic lattice structures has been explored

both theoretically and experimentally. Fiber lattices have

been used to perform high-speed matrix operations with

clock rates of 100 MHz, as well as broad-band frequency

filtering at frequencies over a gigahertz. All of these devices

have been demonstrated experimentally at relatively low

frequencies but the extension of these techniques to fre-

quencies well above 10 GHz is straightforward. The exten-

sion will in most cases involve shorter fiber lengths and

more compact designs as well as faster sources and detec-

tors.

The work presented in this paper suggests further re-

search and development that may lead in a number of

different directions. Perhaps the most obvious and im-

mediate of these directions is the further engineering and

refinement of the’ existing prototype devices, in order to

expand their capabilities. For example, the macrobend and

V-groove tapped delay lines will benefit greatly from im-
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provements such as the implementation of large numbers

of closely spaced taps with the capability of bipolar tap

weighings. Innovations such as chirped tap spacings [41]

would improve the pulse compression capabilities of these

fiber transversal filters significantly. The implementation

of electronically programmable tap weights (using a liquid

crystal transmission mask, for example) will be of value for

both of these devices. Further development of the recir-

culating delay line depends largely on the availability of

new components such as a fast switchable coupling ele-

ment and an in-line optical amplifier [42]. The versatility of

fiber lattices would also be expanded greatly by the de-

velopment of such components.

Finally, the advantages of fiber delay lines are not

limited to their use in the kinds of structures that are

encountered in more traditional delay-line technologies.

Other areas of application may exist which will benefit

from the unique features of optical fiber delay lines, such

as their precision timing capabilities and enormous

transmission bandwidth. The utility of single-mode fiber

delay-line devices for both these and more traditional kinds

of high-speed applications is presently limited only by our

ability to generate and detect the required optical signals,

and this ability is improving rapidly [43] –[45]. Rapid pro-

gress in the fields of fiber communication and fiber sensing

should insure the further development of components that

can be used to exploit the excellent delay properties of

single-mode fiber.
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Graphic Design of Matching and Interstage

Lossy Networks for Microwave Transistor

Amplifier

JUAN CARLOS VILLAR AND FELIX PEREZ

Abstract —A graphical design method for Iossless and lossy gain-com-

pensating networks is presented, and the advantages of the use of this

technique in the construction of microwave transistor amplifiers are dis-

cussed. The method is based on the use of a set of constant lSji/ circies

plotted on the Smith Chart, and is easily automated on a personal com-

puter. Two applications are presented a two-stage amplifier with 20 dB in

the 100- 1100-MHz band and an ultra-broad-band lossy matched amplifier

stage with 4 dB in the dc- 16-GHz band.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N ORDER TO DESIGN wide-band microwave ampli-

fiers, it is necessary to compensate for transistor gain

roll-off with frequency. Usually this compensation is

achieved by lossless coupling networks which reflect

unwanted available power for low frequencies. Several

analytical design techniques for Iossless equalizers have
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been reported [1], [2], like the well-known constant gain

circles graphic method [3]. However, these techniques are

not satisfactory in many cases, and lossy equalizers must

be employed to obtain a flat gain response, especially in

the design of ultra-wide-band amplifiers.

Several design methods for Iossy equalizers have been

reported. However, particular networks have been pro-

posed by these authors, yet their methods cannot be ap-

plied to all configurations [4], [5]. This paper presents a

new graphic design method with a wider field of applica-

tion, which allows us to calculate matching and interstage

lossless and lossy networks with any configuration, and is

an excellent first step in the design of wide-band amplifier

modules. The technique is similar to the constant gain

circles method, and is based on the use of a set of curves of

constant l~ji 1, plotted on the Smith Chart, that leads in a

simple way to the structure of the networks in order to

obtain gain equalization and

ports. Additional advantages

matching in the transistor

of this procedure are the
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